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Unidentifiable identifiers
and other perils of actually trying

To build clever tools using PIDs



Who are you &
where are you 

from?
The world’s dullest quiz show!



What a terrible (and weird)
way to get contact info

That’s why we use tools, like directories
& business cards



But what about PIDs?
To develop PID-fueled apps, some Basic identifying info is needed

What’s the format of your PID?
How do I resolve it?! Where do I find its metadata?

Getting this info can be a lot like that quiz show.



At ORCID, we love PIDs…
https://pub.orcid.org/v2.0/identifiers

https://pub.orcid.org/v2.0/identifiers


Add PIDs to affiliations, 
works, funding & peer review 
in our UI & APIs...



We turn them into 
links

and show more 
info from the 
PID source



How do we do that?

No, we are not wizards.

Magic?!



Nice people like Gabi & Eric 
Spend months searching, emailing, 

calling...

...And they type 
everything into a 
big, scary spreadsheet



Then people like Liz turn that spreadsheet 
into a bunch of code



It all works ok for a while
...until one day it doesn’t



Then Gabi, Eric & Liz weep quietly to 
themselves for a while

...And they start again



AND IS IT JUST US? 
WHAT ABOUT ALL THE OTHER   

Liz’s, Gabi’s & Eric’s 
OUT THERE DUPLICATING THE SAME WORK?



There has to be a better way!
need public(ideally machine-readable), 

current info about PIDs

Why do I have to call someone to find out how to 
resolve their PID?



How do we fix this?
● Central PID metadata repo ? (identifiers.org?)
● Distributed non-repo? (ie: stick a json/xml doc somewhere 

on your website)
● (Bare minimum) Please at least put some info about your 

PID on your website, even if it’s not machine readable



Ideas? What do you think? 
How do you tackle this 

challenge?



Thanks!
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